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FROM THE GENERAL & ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Chautauqua Opera brings together more than 60 artists and artisans for a whirlwind eight weeks each summer, mounting three mainstage productions and another two-dozen performance events. Working behind the scenes to support the company is a small army of volunteers — the Chautauqua Opera Guild.

The Adopt-an-Artist Program, company cast parties, Operalogues, pre-performance dinners, donation of formal wear for our Young Artists, and support of our print advertising and new Community Engagement and Education Program are just a few of the ways the Guild’s activity is felt by everyone in our company. They make our experience as artists all the richer, and add depth to our audience’s engagement with every single event. Their pledge of financial support to our 2019 season has been a significant catalyst as we plan to celebrate the company’s 90th anniversary.

It is with tremendous gratitude that we dedicate this production of Don Giovanni to the truly invaluable Chautauqua Opera Guild.
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SYNOPSIS

Act I
Leporello, servant to the nobleman Don Giovanni, keeps watch outside the Commendatore’s home at night. Suddenly, the Commendatore’s daughter, Donna Anna, rushes out, struggling with the masked Giovanni and followed by her father. The Commendatore challenges Giovanni to a duel and is killed. Giovanni and Leporello escape. Anna asks her fiancé, Don Ottavio, to avenge her father’s death.

Shortly after, Giovanni and Leporello encounter one of Giovanni’s former conquests, Donna Elvira, and Leporello shares with her some of the Don’s history.

Peasants celebrate the marriage of Masetto and Zerlina. Giovanni flirts with the bride, telling her she is destined for a better life. But Elvira urges Zerlina to flee her suitor. She also warns Anna. As Giovanni leaves, Anna recognizes his voice as that of the murderer.

Outside Giovanni’s home, Zerlina begs Masetto to forgive her. Giovanni enters and leads them both inside. Anna, Elvira, and Ottavio appear masked and are invited in by Leporello. The party turns to chaos as Giovanni’s true nature is revealed.

Act II
Leporello and Giovanni argue, but eventually embark on a new set of escapades. When Masetto arrives with a band of peasants to hunt down Giovanni, the disguised Don sends them off in various directions. The others struggle with their new understanding, and work to overcome their circumstances through a series of confrontations and seductions.

In a cemetery, Giovanni and Leporello meet the statue of the Commendatore, who Giovanni mockingly invites to dinner. The statue accepts...
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